Finish the Sentence

Read each sentence. Write the correct word on the line.

1. Mom will ____________ a cake.
   rake  bake  fake

2. The cat ____________ on a mat.
   pat  bat  sat

3. Joey likes to ____________ all the way to the shop.
   mop  hop  pop

4. The goat likes to float in a ____________.
   float  note  boat

5. The ____________ was hiding in the box.
   rocks  fox  socks

6. The red ____________ is in the shed.
   sled  fled  fed

7. The big crow likes to play in the ____________.
   flow  snow  blow

8. The old car cannot go ____________.
   far  bar  tar
Finish the Sentence

Read each sentence. Write the correct word on the line.

1. Mom will ______ bake ______ a cake.
   rake  bake  fake

2. The cat ______ sat ______ on a mat.
   pat  bat  sat

3. Joey likes to ______ hop ______ all the way to the shop.
   mop  hop  pop

4. The goat likes to float in a ______ boat ______.
   float  note  boat

5. The ______ fox ______ was hiding in the box.
   rocks  fox  socks

6. The red ______ sled ______ is in the shed.
   sled  fled  fed

7. The big crow likes to play in the ______ snow ______.
   flow  snow  blow

8. The old car cannot go ______ far ______.
   far  bar  tar